Pocket Chart Strips

Includes:
- 3 Flame-retardant Pocket Chart Strips (6" x 28") with magnets and hook-and-loop fasteners
- Storage Pockets

Pocket Chart Strips provide a great way to use traditional pocket chart materials with magnetic and white boards!

Use each magnetic strip individually or connect them together to build any size pocket chart you choose. Hang the connected strips to a pocket chart stand using the strip with grommets at the top.

Use Pocket Chart Strips in your classroom!
- Display pocket chart cards on magnetic or white boards
- Add sentence strips to the pockets for sentence building and writing activities
- Create patterning activities by placing counters and pattern blocks in the clear pockets
- Store extra materials in the pockets located on the back of each strip

⚠️ WARNING:
MAGNETS—This product contains small magnets. Swallowed magnets can stick together across intestines causing serious infections and death. Seek immediate medical attention if magnets are swallowed or inhaled.
Expand your collection of Pocket Chart Teaching Tools with these Learning Resources® products:

LER 1951 Graphic Organizer Pocket Chart
LER 2197 Rainbow™ Pocket Chart
LER 2206 Standard Pocket Chart

Visit our website to write a product review or to find a store near you.